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Abstract: Accounting for realistic observations errors is a known bottleneck in data assimilation,1

because dealing with error correlations is complex. Following a previous study on this subject, we2

propose to use multiscale modelling, more precisely wavelet transform, to address this question.3

This study aims to investigate the problem further by addressing two issues arising in real-life data4

assimilation: how to deal with partially missing data (e.g., concealed by an obstacle between the5

sensor and the observed system); how to solve convergence issues associated to complex observation6

error covariance matrices? Two adjustments relying on wavelets modelling are proposed to deal7

with those, and offer significant improvements. The first one consists in adjusting the variance8

coefficients in the frequency domain to account for masked information. The second one consists in a9

gradual assimilation of frequencies. Both of these fully rely on the multiscale properties associated10

with wavelet covariance modelling. Numerical results on twin experiments show that multiscale11

modelling is a promising tool to account for correlations in observation errors in realistic applications.12

Keywords: data assimilation; observation errors; error correlation; multiscale analysis; wavelets;13

error covariance matrices14

1. Introduction15

Numerical weather prediction requires the determination of the initial state of the system.16

Indeed, the true state, at a given moment and in all points of space, is not accessible but required17

in order to produce forecasts. In order to retrieve an optimal initial condition one uses the so called18

data assimilation methods that combine information from observations, model equations and their19

respective error statistics.20

Since the late 70s, satellites are a dominant source of information. Errors associated to such data are21

highly correlated in space, which can be detrimental if this is not properly accounted for. Due to22

the size of the observation vectors, building and handling corresponding error covariance matrices23

is not feasible in practice. Because of that most data assimilation systems assume that observations24

are uncorrelated to each other. This either induces severe mis-specification of error statistics, or25

makes people using only a fraction of the available observations to ensure this assumption to be valid.26

Considering the high cost of remote sensing observation, this situation should be avoided.27

Fortunately their density in space generally allow for the efficient use of multi-scale28

transformation, which in turn permit a cheap but good approximation of said error statistics29

representation. However two main difficulties arise with such approach. First, dealing with partially30

missing data in one set of observation is not straightforward and requires a special treatment of31
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observation error statistics in the frequency domain. Second, limited to homogeneous spatially32

correlated Gaussian observation errors this approach is very efficient. For more complex errors,33

however, it can severely damage the convergence properties of the assimilation methods. In this34

paper, after a short introduction to the context of general data assimilation (section 2.1) and wavelet35

representation of the observation errors (2.2), we present its actual implementation in the main data36

assimilation techniques (2.3, 2.4) and discuss in details the aforementioned difficulties (2.5). Proposed37

solutions are then implemented on a simple case mimicking a laboratory experiment (presented in38

section 2.6), and their performances are discussed in section 3.39

2. Materials and Methods40

2.1. General formulation of data assimilation41

LetM be a model describing the dynamics of a given system, represented by its state vector x.42

For example, x might be a vector of temperatures over a grid (discretized area of interest).43

∂x
∂t

(t) =M(x(t)), x|t=0 = x0 (1)

where x0 is the initial value of the state vector.44

Data assimilation aims at providing an analysis xa which will be used to compute optimal forecasts45

of the system’s evolution.46

Such an analysis is produced using various sources of information about the system: observations47

(measurements), previous forecasts, past or a priori information, statistics on the data and/or model48

errors, and so on.49

In this paper, we assume that these ingredients are available:50

• the numerical modelM,51

• a priori information about x0, denoted xb
0 and called background state vector,52

• partial and imperfect observations of the system, denoted y and called observation vector,53

• the observation operatorH, mapping the state space into the observation space,54

• statistical modelling of the background and observation errors (assumed unbiased), by means of55

their covariance matrices B and R.56

Data assimilation provides the theoretical framework to produce an optimal (under some57

restrictive hypotheses) analysis xa using all the aforementioned ingredients. In this work, we will58

focus on how to make the most of the observation error statistics information and we will not consider59

the background error information. Regarding the observation information, typically, most approaches60

can be formulated as providing the best (in some sense) vector in order to minimize the following61

quantity, measuring the misfit to the available information:62

‖H(x)− y‖2
R (2)

where the notation ‖x‖2
K stands for the Mahalanobis distance; namely, ‖x‖2

K = xTK−1x. Some63

information about algorithms and methods will be given in following paragraphs. For an extensive64

description we refer the reader to the recent book [1].65

2.2. Spatial error covariance modelling using wavelets66

Being able to accurately describe the covariances matrices B and R is a crucial issue in data67

assimilation, as they count as main ingredients in the numerical computation. The B matrix modelling68

has been largely investigated (see e.g., [2,3]). DA works actually using non diagonal R matrices are69

quite few and far between, e.g., [4–6], despite evidence showing that the errors are indeed correlated70

[7] and that ignoring it can be detrimental [8,9].71
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In [5] the authors introduced a linear change of variable A in order to account for correlated72

observation errors, while still using a diagonal matrix in the algorithm core. For the sake of clarity73

we will summarize the approach in the next few lines. If we assume that the observation error ε is74

such that ε = y− yt, with ε ∼ N (0, R), yt being the true vector (without any error). Then changing75

variables writes β = Aε = Ay − Ayt and β ∼ N (0, ARAT). Then we carefully choose A so that76

the transformed matrix is almost diagonal: DA = diag(ARAT) ' ARAT . Indeed, we then have the77

following property:78

‖y−H(x)‖2
R = (y−H(x))TR−1(y−H(x))

' (y−H(x))TATD−1
A A(y−H(x)) = ‖Ay−AH(x)‖2

DA

After this change of variable, the covariance matrix that will be used in the data assimilation79

algorithm is therefore DA, it is diagonal. At the same time, the covariance information still has some80

interesting features, if the change of variable A is carefully chosen.81

As an illustration, Figure 1 presents the correlations of the central point with respect to its82

neighbors for diagonal covariance matrices using various changes of variables: none, change into83

wavelet space, change into Fourier space, change into curvelet space. This figure was produced using84

a diagonal correlation matrix D, then applying the chosen change of variable to obtain R = ADAT ,85

then plotting the correlation described by R. We can see in the figure that interesting correlations86

can be produced with an adequate change of variable. Indeed, all these changes of variables have87

in common the following fact: they perform a change of basis such that the new basis vectors have88

supports distributed over multiple neighboring points (contrary to the classical Euclidean basis vector,89

which are zero except in one point). This fact explains the fact that R is now non-diagonal.90

Let us explain briefly the Fourier, wavelet and curvelet change of variables. For Fourier, the image91

is decomposed in the Fourier basis:92

y = ∑
j
〈y, ϕj〉ϕj

where (ϕj) represent the Fourier basis (e.g., sinusoidal functions) and the index j describes the93

scale of the jth basis vector (think of j as a frequency). The change of variables consists in describing y94

by its coefficients yj on the basis (ϕj): yj = 〈y, ϕj〉.95

Similarly for the wavelets, the decomposition writes96

y = ∑
j,k
〈y, ϕj,k〉ϕj,k

where (ϕj,k) represent the wavelet basis (e.g., Haar or Daubechies), where the index j describes97

the scale of the jth basis vector and k its position in space (think of wavelets as localised Fourier98

functions). The change of variables (A, denoted W for the wavelets) into wavelets space consists in99

describing y by its coefficients yj,k on the basis (ϕj,k): yj,k = 〈y, ϕj,k〉. In other words, Wy is the vector100

of coefficients (yj,k)j,k.101

This is also similar for the curvelets:102

y = ∑
j,k,l
〈y, ϕj,k,l〉ϕj,k,l

where the index l describe the orientation of the basis vector.103

Using these changes of variables then allows various observation error modelling:104

• Fourier: when the errors change with the scale only105

• Wavelets: when the errors change with the scale as well as the position (e.g., for a geostationary106

satellite whose incidence angle impacts the errors, so that the errors vary depending on the107

position in the picture)108
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a: b:

True None Fourier

Wavelet Curvelet

Figure 1. Correlation of the central pixel with respect to its neighbors. Dark red indicates values
close to 1, blue is 0. Panel a: true correlation, that we are trying to reproduce. Panel b: correlations
obtained with the combination of a diagonal matrix and four different changes of variable: none (top
left), change into Fourier space (top right), change into wavelet space (bottom left), change into curvelet
space (bottom right).

• Curvelets: when the errors change with the scale, the position and the orientation (e.g., when109

errors are highly non linear and depend on the flow, so that they are more correlated in one110

direction than another).111

In this work, our focus is with wavelet basis, which presents many advantages: there exists fast112

wavelet transform algorithms (as for Fourier), so the computational cost remains reasonable. Also,113

contrary to Fourier, wavelets are localised in space and allow errors correlation that are inhomogeneous114

in space, which is more realistic for satellite data, as well as data with missing zones.115

In the next paragraphs we will describe our method in the two classical frameworks of Data116

Assimilation: variational methods and filtering methods.117

2.3. Implementation in variational assimilation118

In the framework of variational assimilation, the analysis is set to be the minimizer of the following119

cost function J, which diagnoses the misfit between the observations and a priori information and120

their model equivalent, as in (2):121

J(x0) = Jb(x0) + Jo(x0), where Jb = ‖x0 − xb
0‖2

B, Jo = ‖H(x(x0))− y‖2
R

where x(x0) is the solution of equation (1), when the initial state is x0. In practice y stores122

time-distributed observations, so that it can be written as123

Jo(x0) = ∑
i obs. time

‖Hi(x(x0))− yi‖2
Ri

whereHi is the observation operator at time i, yi is the observation vector at this time, and Ri is124

the observation error covariance matrix.125
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Using the wavelets change of variables A = W, we choose a diagonal matrix Dw (possibly varying126

with the observation time i, but we omit the index for sake of simplicity), and we set127

Jo(x0) = ∑
i obs. time

‖WHi(x(x0))−Wyi‖2
Dw

(3)

so that the observation error covariance matrix that is actually defined is:128

R−1 = WTD−1
w W (4)

Meanwhile, the algorithm steps are:129

1. Compute the model trajectory x(x0) and deduce the misfits to observationHi(x(x0))− yi for all i130

2. Apply the change of variable (wavelet decomposition) WHi(x(x0))−Wyi131

3. Compute the contribution to the gradient for all i: ∇Jo = HTWTD−1
w (WHi(x(x0))−Wyi)132

4. Descent and update following the minimization process133

In this algorithm, we can see that there is no need to form nor inverse R, the optimization module only134

sees the diagonal covariance matrix Dw, so that the minimization can be approached with classical135

methods like conjugate gradient or quasi Newton. Therefore, the only modification consists in coding136

the wavelets change of variable and its adjoint. As wavelet transforms are usually implemented using137

optimized and efficient libraries, the added cost is reasonable [5].138

2.4. Implementation in Kalman filtering139

In this Section we explain the practical implementation of accounting for correlated observation140

errors in the Kalman filtering framework. We will briefly recall the main equations of the filters and141

then explain the adequate alterations to include observation error covariance modelling. We will use142

the standard notations and algorithms of data assimilation [1,10].143

2.4.1. Extended Kalman filter144

Using standard notation, the analysis step of the extended Kalman filter writes as follows:145

xa = x f + K(yo −H(x f ))

K = P f HT
(

HP f HT + R
)−1 (5)

where xa and x f are the analysis and forecast state vectors respectively, yo is the observation146

vector, H is the (possibly nonlinear) observation operator, H its tangent linearized version, K the147

Kalman gain matrix, P f the forecast error covariance matrix and R the observation error covariance148

matrix.149

In order to account for a non diagonal R while keeping the algorithm easy to implement, let us150

assume that we define R as previously by (4), with Dw a diagonal matrix whose dimension is d, the151

number of wavelet coefficients (equal to the observation space dimension p). We recall that the wavelet152

transform W is orthonormal, we have153

WTW = Id, W−1 = WT

where Id is the identity matrix in dimension d = p. Then we can write the Kalman gain matrix as:154

K = P f HT WT
(

WHP f HTWT + Dw

)−1
W

In this equation, we can see that the algorithm complexity is preserved, up to a change of variable:155

• the required matrix inversion (WHP f HTWT + Dw)−1 can be expected to be of the same156

complexity as (HP f HT + R)−1,157
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• two changes of variables, and their inverse, are required, one on the matrix HP f HT , and one in158

the end for the matrix (WHP f HTWT + Dw)−1 to get the final Kalman gain.159

As wavelet transforms are usually implemented using optimized and efficient libraries, we can also160

expect the added cost to be affordable.161

2.4.2. Stochastic ensemble Kalman filter162

Let us recall the main ingredients of analysis step of the stochastic ensemble Kalman filter, as can163

be found in [1] (pages 158–160). The number m stands for the number of members in the ensemble.164

• A set of m perturbed observations is generated to account for the observation error:165

for i = 1..m, compute yo
i = yo + ui, with ui ∼ N (0, R)

• The Y f matrix is computed. First we compute166

u =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

ui

then the ith column of Y f is given by:167

[
Y f

]
i
=
H(x f

i )− ui − (H(x f )− u)
√

m− 1
, for i = 1..m

• The Kalman gain matrix is computed:168

K = X f YT
f

(
Y f YT

f

)−1

• The analysis members are computed:169

xa
i = x f

i + K
[
yo

i −H(x f
i )
]

, for i = 1..m

This algorithm can accomodate the accounting for observation errors correlations using this simple170

modification of the very first step (perturbation of the observations), which is the only occurrence of171

the R matrix:172

for i = 1..m,


βi ∼ N (0, I)
ui = WTD1/2

w βi
yo

i = yo + ui

As we can see, this is quite easy to implement, as Dw is diagonal, its square root is easily obtained,173

and WT is the inverse of the wavelet transform, which has to be performed m times (and can be174

parallelized), so that the added cost should be negligible.175

2.4.3. Deterministic ensemble Kalman filter176

As previously, let us recall the main ingredients of the deterministic Kalman filter (from [1] page177

162 and following), and see how it can be adapted to account for a change of variable in wavelet space178

for observation error covariance modelling. Let us first take a look at the analysis phase of the filter:179

• Contrary to the stochastic Kalman filter, the Y f observation anomalies matrix is not perturbed:180

[
Y f

]
i
=
H(x f

i )− y f
√

m− 1
for i = 1..m, with y f =

1
m

m

∑
i=1
H(x f

i )
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• The analysis is given by181

xa = x f + K
[
yo −H(x f )

]
, for i = 1..m

• The Kalman gain matrix writes182

K = P f HT
(

HP f HT + R
)−1

• The analysis anomalies are given by183

wa = YT
f (Y f YT

f + R)−1δ, with δ = yo −H(x f )

which can be rewritten using an adapted version of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula:184

wa = (Im + YT
f R−1Y f )

−1 YT
f R−1δ = T YT

f R−1δ, with T = (Im + YT
f R−1Y f )

−1

• And finally, here is the generation of the posterior ensemble:185

xa
i = x f + X f

(
wa +

√
m− 1

[
T

1
2 U
]

i

)
where X f is a matrix whose columns are the normalized forecast anomalies and U is an arbitrary186

orthogonal matrix:187

[X f ]i =
x f

i − x f
√

m− 1
, for i = 1..m

The required modifications to include the change of variable W are twofold:188

1. First, we change variable in the expression YT
f R−1Y f :189

YT
f R−1Y f = YT

f WTD−1
w WY f = (WY f )

TD−1
w (WY f )

Here we can see that the matrix inversion still occurs with a diagonal matrix, as before, and we190

just have to apply the wavelet transform on Y f , which is a matrix with m columns, where m is191

small.192

2. Second, we change variable in the expression YT
f R−1δ:193

YT
f R−1δ = (WY f )

TD−1
w (Wδ)

Here the change of variable is done only once on δ the inovation vector. It has been done194

previously for Y f .195

Notice that the matrix inversion T = (Im + YT
f R−1Y f )

−1, as well as computing its square-root T
1
2 ,196

takes place in ensemble subspace, of dimension m, and is therefore efficient even if the change of197

variable impacted YT
f R−1Y f .198

2.5. Toward realistic applications199

This approach works well with idealistic academic test cases. In order to go toward realistic200

applications, several issues need to be sorted out. In this section we address two of them. The first one201

is quite general and requires the ability to deal with incomplete observations, where part of the signal202

is missing, either due to sensor failure or external perturbation/obstruction. the second one is more203
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specific to variational data assimilation, where the conditioning of the minimisation, and hence its204

efficiency, can be severely affected by complex correlation structure in the observation error covariance205

matrix. It is likely to also affect the Kalman Filter, in particular the matrix inversion in the observation206

space it requires (e.g in equation 5), but it is yet to be demonstrated.207

2.5.1. Accounting for missing observations208

When dealing with remote sensing, reasons for missing observation are numerous, ranging from209

a glitch in the acquisition process to an obstacle blocking temporarily one part of the view. This may be210

quite detrimental to our proposed approach since it violates the multi-scale decomposition hypotheses.211

However, contrary to Fourier, wavelets (and many, if not all, x-lets) have local support that may be212

exploited to handle this issue. Note that the same kind of issu can arise in case of complex geometry.213

For instance if one observes sea surface temperatures, land is present in the observation, while not214

being part of the signal. Somehow it can be treated as missing value.215

We want to avoid the use of inpainting or any method that introduces more signal, because216

managing the error statistic description would be even more complex if more data is generated. Indeed217

it would require the estimation of the errors associated to introducing “new” data in the missing zones,218

and that we wish to avoid.219

The idea is therefore to adapt the R matrix to the available data. Without any change of variable,220

the adaptation would be straightforward, as we would just have to apply a projection operator π to221

both the data and the R matrix:222

yo −H(x f )→ π(yo
π −H(x f )); R→ πRπT

where the projector π maps the full observation space into the subset of the observed points, and223

yo
π represents the full observation vector (with 0 where there is no available data).224

When using a change of variable into wavelet space, it is a bit more tricky to perform, as a given225

pixel is used to compute many wavelet coefficients. Vice-versa a given wavelet coefficient is based on226

several image pixels. As a consequence, if some pixels are missing and others are available, it may227

result in “partially observed” wavelet coefficients, as schematized on Figure 2.228

Figure 2. Working in wavelet space leads to partially observed wavelets coefficients.

Our choice is to still take into account these coefficients (and not discard them, because it229

would result in disarding too much information, as a single missing pixel affects numerous wavelet230

coefficients), but to carefully tune the diagonal coefficient of the diagonal matrix Dw.231

In order to do so, let us consider the impact of missing information. It has two opposite effects:232

• A missing pixel does not have signal nor any error, so we could expect the error variance of the233

impacted wavelet coefficient to decrease.234
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• A missing pixel leads to more discontinuities in the observed signal, which impacts the small235

scale coefficients, this should increase the error statistics (as more local information helps decrease236

the local variance, due to averaging effects).237

To account for both effects, we adjust the variance σ2
π (in other words, the coefficients of the diagonal238

matrix Dw) corresponding to coefficients whose support is partially masked as follows:239

σ2
π =

(
σ2 + βσ2

a

)
I2

where:240

• σ2 is the original error variance (e.g. given by the data provider);241

• β ∈ [0, 1] is multiplied by the variance of the wavelet coefficient without any correlation σa: it242

accounts to inflating the variance due to missing information (loss of the error averaging effect);243

• I ∈ [0, 1] models the deflation effect, it takes into account the impact of missing pixels on the244

considered wavelet coefficient.245

We will now explain how β and I can be tuned. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that246

our observation lives in a one dimensional space. The observation space is represented by a subset247

of Z, where each number represents a given pixel. Wavelet decomposition consists in computing, at248

each given scale, a coarse approximation at that scale, and finer details. Both are decomposed on a249

multiscale basis and are therefore represented by their coefficients on the bases. Coarse and details250

coefficients are given by a convolution formula:251

cj−1[n] = ∑
p∈Z

h[p− 2n]cj[p]; dj−1[n] = ∑
p∈Z

g[p− 2n]dj[p]

where cj[n] represents the coarse coefficient at scale j at point n ∈ Z, dj[n] represents the details252

coefficient at scale j at point n ∈ Z, h and g are functions depending on the chosen wavelets basis, each253

of them being equal to zero outside of their support [n1; n2]. Moreover, g has k vanishing moments,254

therefore it is orthogonal to every polynomial of degree up to k− 1. As a consequence, if the correlation255

is smooth enough (ie. can be well approximated by polynomials of degree smaller than k), then details256

coefficients have a very small variance.257

Computation of I.258

The deflation percentage I for each coefficient is computed using also a wavelet transform, where259

h and g are replaced by constant functions with the same support:260

h0[n] =
1

n2 − n1 + 1
; g0[n] =

1
n2 − n1 + 1

; ∀n ∈ [n1; n2]

We proceed as follows. First we set the mask corresponding to the missing observation, it is an261

observation vector m equals to 1 where the pixel is observed and equal to zero where the pixel is262

missing. The wavelet transform of the mask aims to keep track of the impact of any missing pixel263

on any given wavelet coefficient. The percentage I is computed for each coefficient cj[n] and dj[n] by264

induction:265

• At the finest scale jmax:266 {
I(cjmax [n]) = ∑p∈Z h0[p− 2n]m[p]
I(djmax [n]) = ∑p∈Z g0[p− 2n]m[p]

• At the other scales:267 {
I(cj−1[n]) = ∑p∈Z h0[p− 2n]I(cj[p])
I(dj−1[n]) = ∑p∈Z g0[p− 2n]I(cj[p])
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Computation of β.268

Let us now explain how to compute the inflation coefficient β. As explained previously, as g has269

k vanishing moments, small scale coefficients have small variances. However, when using masked270

signal, one loses this property. The coefficient β reflect this fact: in the following formula we can see271

that β is zero if the first vanishing moment is preserved, and non-zero if not, in order to inflate the272

variance of small scales. As before, we compute β by induction. For the finest scale, β is given by:273 
cJ

m[n] = ∑p∈Z
|h[p− 2n]|

∑p∈Z |h[p− 2n]|m[p]

βJ
m[n] =

∣∣∣∣∣∑p∈Z
g[p− 2n]m[p]

∑p∈Z |g[p− 2n]|m[p]

∣∣∣∣∣
Indeed, ∑p∈Z g[p− 2n]m[p] = 0 means that wavelet still has a 0-th order null moment, even with274

missing coefficients, and in that case β = 0.275

At the other scales we have:276 
cj−1

m [n] = ∑p∈Z
|h[p− 2n]|

∑p∈Z |h[p− 2n]| c
j
m[p]

β
j−1
m [n] =

∣∣∣∣∣∑p∈Z
g[p− 2n]m[p]

∑p∈Z |g[p− 2n]|m[p]
cj

m[p]

∣∣∣∣∣
Finally, the variance model is modified as follows for every detail coefficient whose data is277

partially missing:278

σ2
π(d

j[n]) =
(

σ2 + β
j
m[n]σ2

a

)
I(dj[n])2

For approximation coefficient, only the deflation factor is used:279

σ2
π(c

j[n]) = σ2 I(dj[n])2

Indeed, when the error is correlated, the variance of the approximation coefficient σ2 is much280

greater than σ2
a . Moreover, h can be seen as a local smoothing operator and therefore correlated errors281

do not compensate themselves. Consequently, their is no need for inflation.282

These modifications give therefore a new diagonal matrix Dw which takes into account the283

occurrence of missing information. Section 3 will present numerical results.284

2.5.2. Gradual assimilation of the smallest scales285

As will be shown in the numerical results Section 3 below, another issue can occur with real286

data: convergence issues due to the nature of observation errors. Indeed, what our experiments287

highlight is that the modelling of observation error correlations using wavelets is well-fitted to spatially288

correlated Gaussian noise, in the case of homogeneous correlation. For correlated Gaussian errors289

whose correlations are inhomogeneous in space, convergence issues occur to the point that it destroys290

the advantage of using wavelets: they do worse than the classical diagonal matrix without correlation.291

Numerical investigation of the results shows that some sort of aliasing occurs for small wavelet292

scales. Indeed, smallest scales are the least affected by the correlated noise, so they are not well293

constrained by the assimilation and they tend to cause a divergence when large scales are not well294

known either, that is at the beginning of the assimilation iteration process. Removing the smaller scales295

altogether is not an suitable solution, as they contain valuable information we still want to use. The296

proposed solution is therefore to first assimilate the data without the small scales and then add smaller297

scales gradually.298
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Description of the online scale selection method.299

Let us rewrite the observation cost function given by equation (3):300

Jo(x0) = ∑
i obs. time

‖WHi(x(x0))−Wyi‖2
Dw

= ∑
i obs. time

∑
s scale

∑
k

|ds
yi
[k]− ds

Hi(x)
[k]|2

σ2
s,k

where ds
yi
[k], for k ∈ Z, (resp. ds

Hi(x)
[k]) represent the wavelet coefficients at scale s of the signal yi301

(resp. Hi(x)) and the σ2
s,k are the associated error variances (corresponding to the diagonal coefficients302

ot the matrix Dw).303

Let us denote by Jo
s,i the total cost corresponding to the scale s and observation time i:304

Jo
s,i = ∑

k

|ds
yi
[k]− ds

Hi(x)
[k]|2

σ2
s,k

We then decide that the information at a given scale is usable only if the cost remain small, e.g.305

smaller than a given threshold τs, we define the thresholded cost Jo
s,i,τs

by:306

Jo
s,i,τs

=

{
Jo
s,i if Jo

s,i ≤ τs

τs otherwise

The new observation cost function is then:307

Jo
τs(x0) = ∑

i obs. time
∑

s scale
Jo
s,i,τs

As mentioned before, the same issue could arise when using Kalman Filter type techniques during308

the matrix inversion needed when computing the gain matrix. Similar approaches based on iterative309

and multi-resolution could be used to sort this out.310

2.6. Experimental framework311

Numerical experiments have been performed to study and illustrate the two issues that were312

previously highlighted: how to account for covariances with missing observations, and how to improve313

the algorithm convergence while still accounting for smaller scale information. This paragraph314

describes the numerical setup which has been used.315

We wish to avoid adding difficulty to these already complex issues, therefore we chose a so-called316

twin experiment framework. In this approach, synthetic observations are created from a given state of317

the system (which we call the “true state”, which will serve as reference) and then used in assimilation.318

The experimental model represents the drift of a vortex on the experimental turntable CORIOLIS319

(Grenoble, France), which simulates atmospheric vortices in the atmosphere: the turning of the table320

provides an experimental environment which emulates the effect of the Coriolis force on a thin layer321

of water. A complete rotation of the tank takes 60 seconds, which corresponds to one Earth rotation.322

2.6.1. Numerical model323

A numerical model represents the experiment, using the shallow-water equations on the water324

elevation h(x, t) and the horizontal velocity of the fluid w(x, t) = (u(x, t), v(x, t)), where u and v are325

the zonal and meridional components of the velocity. The time variable t is defined on an interval326

[t0, t f ], while the space variable x lives in Ω a rectangle in the plane R2. The equations writes:327
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∂tu− ( f + ζ)v + ∂xB = −ru + κ∆u
∂tv + ( f + ζ)u + ∂yB = −rv + κ∆v
∂th + ∂x(hu) + ∂y(hv) = 0.

The relative vorticity is denoted by ζ = ∂xv− ∂yu and the Bernoulli potential by B = g∗h + u2+v2

2 ,328

where g∗ is the reduced gravity. The Coriolis parameter on the β-plane is given by f = f0 + βy, κ is329

the diffusion coefficient and r the bottom friction coefficient. The following numerical values were330

used for the experiments: r = 9.10−7, κ = 0, f0 = 0.25, g = 9.81 and β = 0.0406.331

Additional equations represent the evolution of the tracer concentration (fluorescein):332 {
∂tq +∇q ·w− νT∆q = 0
q(t0) = q0.

(6)

where q0 is the initial concentration of the tracer (assumed to be known), nuT = 10−5 is the tracer333

diffusion coefficient and w = (u, v) the fluid velocity computed above.334

2.6.2. Synthetic observations for twin experiments335

In the twin experiment framework, observations are computed using the model. A known “true336

state” is used to produce a sequence of images which constitutes the observations. Therefore, the337

observation operatorH is given by:338

H (xi) = q(ti). (7)

where q(ti) comes from (6).339

Then assimilation experiments are performed starting from another system state, using synthetic340

observations. The results of the analysis can then be compared to the synthetic truth.341

Unless otherwise stated, the assimilation period will be of 144mn, with one snapshot of passive342

tracer concentration every 6mn (24 snapshot in total). A selection of such snapshots is shown in Figure343

3.344

Figure 3. "True" initial concentration of the passive tracer (left) and noisy observations at initial time,
after 90mn, 150mn and 270mn (right)

The observations are then obtained by adding an observation error y = yt + ε, with ε ∼ N (0, R)345

and R a suitably chosen matrix.346

Our experiments will focus on three different formulations of the observation error covariance347

matrix. We will refer as "Pixels" the experiments for which there is no change of variable and348

the observation error covariance matrix is equal to D = diag(R). "Wavelet" will represent the349

experiments with the wavelet change of variable W and the observation error covariance matrix350

Dw = diag(WRWT). Finally, the last set of experiments will proceed as for the wavelets but will adjust351

the observation error covariance matrix according to the computations presented in paragraphs 2.5.1352

and 2.5.2. The following table sums this up:353
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Experiment name Change of variable Observation error covariance matrix

Pixels none (identity) D = diag(R)
Wavelet W Dw = diag(WRWT)

Wavelet tweaked W Dw modified according to 2.5.1
Wavelet scale by scale W Dw modified according to 2.5.2

Table 1. Summary of the experiments description: name, change of variable, observation error
covariance matrix

3. Results354

3.1. Accounting for missing observations355

Figure 4 provides an example of image data with 10% missing observations. It represents three356

images from an temporal observation sequence, in which we simulated the presence of a passing cloud.357

This sequence has been generated using the experimental model presented above.358

Figure 4. Example of an image sequence of the passive tracer concentration with missing observations.
Left: first observation in the sequence, right: last observation.

This image sequence was then modified by a strong additive and spatially correlated noise (signal359

to noise ratio SNR = 14.8 dB). Then we performed many twin data assimilation experiments, while360

varying two parameters:361

• the covariance error matrix: diagonal in pixel space, diagonal in wavelet space (no adjustment),362

diagonal in wavelet space and modified according to paragraph 2.5.1 (see Table 1);363

• the percentage of occulted signal: varying from 0 to 18% (with varying cloud sizes).364

For each experiment, we computed the ratio between the root mean square error for the analysis and365

the background:366

RMSE(analysis)
RMSE(background)

=
‖(ht

0, wt
0)− (ha

0, wa
0)‖

‖(ht
0, wt

0)− (hb
0, wb

0)‖

where (ht
0, wt

0), (h
a
0, wa

0) and (hb
0, wb

0) represent the true, analysed and background initial states367

of the experimental system. This ratio is close to zero when the analysis is much closer to the true368

state than the background (which represents the "no assimilation" state), and close to 1 when the369

analysis performs poorly. Figure 5 shows the resulting ratios for all the experiments. We can draw the370

conclusion that modifying the covariance matrix as proposed allows a considerable improvement from371

other methods, as it keeps the error below 20%, even for a widely occulted image sequence, despite372

the high noise level.373
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Figure 5. Ratio between the analysed state RMSE and the background RMSE for observations distorted
by a strong spatially correlated additive noise, as a function of the percentage of missing pixels. The
variable of interest is the velocity v.

Figure 6 gives more details for the experiments with 9% occulted signal, as it represents (as374

a function of the spatial variable x ∈ Ω ⊂ R2, see paragraph 2.6.1 for more details) the errors375

vt(x, 0)− va(x, 0), where vt(x, 0) is the true longitudinal velocity at time 0 and va(x, 0) is the analysed376

longitudinal velocity at time 0. From this figure we can confirm that the modified wavelet covariance377

matrix does a much better job in approximating the true state.378

Figure 6. Error between the true velocity v and the analysed velocity after assimilation of an observation
sequence with strong spatially correlated additive noise, with 9% missing pixels. The color scale
ranges from −0.01m.s−1 (blue) to 0.01m.s−1 (red), which amounts to a third of the maximum velocity
(ranging from −0.028m.s−1 to 0.028m.s−1). Left: result for the pixel method, middle: wavelet without
modification, right: improved wavelet method.

3.2. Gradual assimilation of the smallest scales379

Figure 7 illustrates the issue that we try to tackle using gradual assimilation. This figure presents380

the ratio rk of the residual errors, as a function of the iteration number k:381

rk =
‖(ht

0, wt
0)− (hk

0, wk
0)‖

‖(ht
0, wt

0)− (hb
0, wb

0)‖

As before (ht
0, wt

0) and (hb
0, wb

0) represent the true and background initial states of the experimental382

system. Index k represents the iteration number (loop index in the assimilation process) and (hk
0, wk

0) is383

the initial state vector computed by the assimilation system after k iterations. Both panels of Figure384

7 shows the evolution of these ratio as a function of k for the "Pixels" and the "Wavelet" methods for385

covariance matrices modelling, as described in Table 1. The difference lies in the actual error that is386

added to the observations:387
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• on the left panel, the error is as previously described: y = yt + ε, with ε ∼ N (0, R), it is spatially388

correlated but the correlation is homogeneous in space ;389

• on the right panel, we added an inhomogeneoulsy correlated error : ε = WTD1/2
w β with β ∼390

N (0, I).391
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 Wavelet diagonal
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Figure 7. Ratio of the residual errors as a function of minimisation iterations for both wavelet and pixel
methods, in the presence of correlated observation errors. Left: homogeneously correlated error, right:
inhomogeneously correlated error.

As we can see on the left panel, accounting for correlated observations thanks to the "Wavelet" method392

is beneficial for an homogeneously correlated noise, as the error is much decreased than for the "Pixels"393

method, for which no error correlation is modelled. However, when the error correlation is not394

homogeneous, the "Wavelet" method, despite having the correct error covariance matrix, fails to do395

better than the "Pixels" method.396

To investigate the issue, Figure 8 presents the discrepancy between the background and successive397

observations for various time:398

‖yti −H(xb
0)‖2

X, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 240

with X = D = diag(R) for Pixels and X = Dw = diag(WRWT) for Wavelet. It suggests an issue399

probably similar to what we could call aliasing of the smallest scales. Indeed let us examine more400

closely this figure.401
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Figure 8. Discrepancy between the background (no assimilation) concentration trajectory and the
successive observations along time. The discrepancy measurement is computed using the norms given
by the observation term of the cost function for various methods: pixel (solid blue), classical wavelet
(dashed green), wavelet excluding the finest scale (solid red), wavelet excluding the two finest scales
(solid black), wavelet excluding the three finest scales (solid pink).

On the one hand, the blue line represents this norm for the Pixel case. It starts with a small value402

(the only difference comes from the noise) and, as time goes by, the vortex drifts and the difference403

with the initial concentration steadily increases. As one would expect, the farther the vortex drift, the404

higher the difference with the initial concentration is, all the scales being given the same uncertainties.405

On the other hand, the wavelet-based norm (in green), shows a steep increase at the beginning,406

but then oscillate around a ’plateau’. This happens because, at this point, the norm is really dominated407

by the small scales. Indeed, the smallest scales are the least affected by the correlated noise. Therefore408

their associated error variances are the smallest (i.e. one trusts more the small scales). As it is the409

inverse of the variances that is used as a weight in the norm, it should be expected that they dominate410

the norm. However it prevents to discriminate between two large scale signals, when the difference411

is too large (when the green curve stop being monotonic), so the minimisation problem becomes412

ill-posed.413

Red, black and purple curves show the same quantity as the green one, but removing the 1, 2 and414

3 finest scales in the multi scale decomposition respectively. The problem appears later (i.e. for larger415

discrepancies) when removing the finest scales and even disappear for the purple one. This motivates416

the introduction of the gradual assimilation of the smallest scales we presented above in paragraph417

2.5.2.418

Figure 9 is similar as the right panel of Figure 7, where we added the "Wavelet scales by scales"419

method. The green curve shows the evolution of the residual error for this method, with τs = 4.5 for420

all s. This value has been chosen to preserve Gaussianity in the retained scales. Indeed, for a Gaussian421

signal 99% of the considered population should lie within 3 std dev of the mean (here it is a square422

and divided by two, hence 4.5). As we can see, this method clearly improves the above-mentioned423

issue, as the convergence is reasonably good and the error improved.424
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Figure 9. Ratio of the residual error as a function of minimisation iterations in the presence of
inhomogeneously correlated observation errors, for three methods: pixels (dashed red), classical
wavelet (dotted blue), modified wavelet (dashdotted green).

Figure 10 gives more details about how the minimization actually operates. It shows the425

contribution to the observation term of the cost function from each activated scale. The coarser426

scales are dominating at the very beginning of the minimisation and converge quite quickly (after 10427

iterations), then scales 5 and 6 dominate and converge after 100 iterations. Scale 7 appears later and is428

gradually assimilated (image by image) and has not fully converged yet after 200 iterations.429
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Figure 10. Contribution to the observation cost function, in percentage, of each activated scale, as a
function of the minimisation iterations. The coarsest scale is the first one, the finest scale is the 7th.

4. Discussion430

In this paper, we addressed an important yet overlooked aspect of data assimilation: how to431

account for correlations in observation errors statistics. This question is a known obstacle of operational432

assimilation, as it implies technical as well as conceptual difficulties.433
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In this regard, we proposed an extension of the previous study [5], using wavelets transform434

in order to account for correlated observation errors in variational assimilation as well as Kalman435

filtering.436

Keeping in mind the objective of using this methodology for real, operational, data assimilation,437

we choose to address two difficulties: accounting for missing observations (e.g., passing clouds for438

ocean color images) and scale-progressive assimilation in order to make the most of the multiscale439

aspect of the wavelet transform and improve convergence. For these two aspects we developed440

appropriate methodologies, which proved satisfactory to address both issues.441

These promising results open new possibilities for accounting for correlated errors in operational442

data assimilation, e.g. regarding the following applications:443

• Assimilation of the SWOT data (Surface Water and Ocean Topography): SWOT satellite444

(operational in 2021) has a large swath and will produce altimetric data for the ocean. Because of445

the swath width, any tiny oscillation of the satellite will have a wide impact on the observation446

error correlation that are therefore complex (inhomogeneous). The images are supposed to be447

filtered in order to avoid any problem. Our method could help to fully use the data without448

filtering out valuable information.449

• Assimilation of ocean color images (imaging phytoplankton, in marine biology and ocean model450

coupling), for which the images are damaged by passing clouds.451

• Any other application domain with dense observations, correlated errors, partially missing452

observations...453
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